2000 chevy 3500 dual fuel tanks
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your browser before proceeding. Diagnosing dual tank balance module. Thread starter Matt
Bachand Start date Oct 6, Matt Bachand Depends on the 6. Anyone with dual tanks having
problems with fuel gauge or the automated balance flow system this may help. This module is
located by the front main lift pump. Slightly toward the rear of vehicle along the frame rail. On
top of this module is a fuel pump balance relay, it turns the rear pump on as needed to transfer
fuel. At the module, you have a harness with 6 wires. If the relay clicked and pump is not
working, connect a test light across the rear fuel pump harness connector and see if you have
power. If lighted, then replace pump, if not lighted replace relay providing you have 12v at
Terminal A. Terminal E- Black with White tracer wire, This is the ground wire for the control
module. Using a test light jump from Terminal A to Terminal E with key on, the test light should
be lit. Terminal F- Purple wire, this wire is the output signal to your fuel guage. Gound this wire
it should read empty, leave this wire open, the fuel guage will go pass full. The fuel pump relay,
which is right above the module, has a wiring harness with 4 wires. They are: Pink Wire is 12
volt from the same source as Terminal A. Light Green wire thicker gage is the feed to the rear
fuel pump. Light Green wire thin gage is the control wire from the module as explained in
Terminal D. GM Guy Manual Trans. We also fill it only when doing partial fills. I have heard about
people having tons of fun with these, so have fun! GM Guy said:. Everything is working as it
should, BUT when I ground the wire to show empty on the gauge it points downward towards
my oil pressure actually interferes with the needle I am keeping a log of the resistance ohms of
each sending unit, and the position the fuel guage reads. I have a feeling my guage is off kilter,
meaning it may be working alright, but it thinks pointing straight down at 40 oil pressure is full,
and works away from there. When I cycle key off and on, it does a few 's before landing
whereever it may. Over the months it went round and round slowly. If I monitor my balance
transfer and the system is automatically xfering the fuel from rear to front. Then all the gauge
reads is the front tanks fuel as the module balances the both. I may end up doing a separate fuel
gauge, however I really don't want to, but I 'm completely out of ideas. I chased grounds,
re-grounded, 2 new sending units.. I followed a couple grounds I feel like I've exhausted my
source for help for the first time in a long while I'm not sure what grounds are inside the
instrament cluster, but I've never been in there I'm not sure what the purple output wire of the
balance module is supposed to output. Is it a direct signal that goes to the gauge? Is it a
resistance signal? You will also need a wiring diagram for your particular vehicle and will need
to determine what the actual problem is with the vehicle. Is the gauge inoperative or inaccurate
or does the vehicle run out of fuel even though there is still fuel in at least one tank? If the
gauge is wrong, you will need to take some measurements at the balance module. The signals
from the sending units to the module and from the module to the fuel gauge are square waves
on this system. The square-wave pattern will be taller, toward volts, with more fuel in the tank
and shorter, toward 0-volts, with less fuel. If you have an open circuit due to a bad sending unit
or a bad ground, you will have a flat volts but no wave pattern. You can check the senders
themselves at the balance-module connector. In both cases, a full tank should result in about 90
ohms and an empty tank should read close to 0 ohms. How do I read wave forms so I can figure
out if the output from the balance module is correct or not, that way I can figure out what side of
the module my problem is at. Fuel Gauge Magnetic fields of two coils moves the pointer of the
fuel gauge. The coils are at right angles to each other. Battery voltage is applied to the E-coil
empty and the circuit divides at the opposite end of the coil. One path continues to ground
through the F-coil full. Another path goes through CKT 30 PPL to ground on single tanks using
the variable resistance of the level sensor in the fuel pump and sender Gasoline or the fuel
gauge sender Diesel. The fuel pump balance module averages the resistance for vehicles with
two fuel tanks. When the tank is low, the resistance of the level sensor is low. A large current
flow passes through the E-coil and the pointer moves toward E on the fuel gauge. When the
tank is full, the level sensor resistance is high, and less current passes through the E-coil, and
the pointer moves toward F on the scale. With two coils operating the pointer, the fuel gauge is
not affected by changes in the system's battery voltage. Grounds for the two fuel tank senders
run directly to G The remainder of the operation is the same as gasoline. A short to ground in
the sender or the wiring provides a fully empty indication. An open in the circuit provides

completely full indication. For dual fuel tank vehicles, the fuel pump balance module does the
following functions: Measures the resistance for both of the fuel senders. Resistance is the
same as single tank units. Averages the resistance and produces an equivalent resistance that
reflects the average level of both fuel tanks. Power to the module, and a change in the input
resistance, produces a change in the output resistance to the fuel gauge. The fuel pump
balance module responds to a very low resistance short to ground in one or both fuel sender
circuits by considering the affected tank s to be empty. A very high resistance open circuit in
either fuel sender circuit causes the fuel pump balance module to produce a zero output both
tanks empty signal to the fuel gauge. Equalizes the level in both of the fuel tanks. Fuel is fed to
the engine from the front primary fuel tank. Energizes the fuel pump balance relay when the
level in the front tank decreases to about two gallons less than the level in the rear secondary
fuel tank. This starts the secondary fuel pump which transfers fuel from the rear tank to the
front tank. When the level in the front tank increases to about two gallons greater than the rear
tank, the secondary fuel pump stops. This then empties the rear tank first. Instrument Cluster
Detail. From what I got now, the purple output wire of the balance module is a balance of the 2
tanks that goes directly to the fuel gauge, so it must be able to be measured in ohms just like
the the senders? The fuel gauge is actually very similar to the senders it seems. I'll try
measuring the ohms of that purple output wire. Anyone know what type of signal fuel gauges
get? Is it resistance? Can see how a ground is critical for afuel gauge to operate. I'm gonna
have to take the dash apart and find a ground for that bad boy. Messages 6, Reaction score
Location Gautier, Ms. Matt I'm in my 98 GM manual now, I don't see any mention as of yet that
you have looked at the balance relay, dirty contacts in it could cause flaky operation. Last
edited: Oct 8, I know the purple wire feeds the gauge out of the balance MODULE, the relay just
runs the rear lp turned on by the module. It is working. I will pull the connections and clean
them however, I was under the impression that the relay was after the module, which takes the
inputs of the 2 senders, and outputs the fuel gauge feed. It will activate the relay if certain
imbalance of 2 tanks. I will try it. I'll be installing my Monomax's then I'll get to it! Messages 16,
Reaction score 9, Location alaska. I think he means the contacts inside the relay not the
connections. I think that after you have checked everything, all that is left is the cluster. I
personally would troll ebay, pick one up for 50 dollars, and give it a try. Good luck! I can wire it
to the front tank sender level All my grounds are spotless, I even cut G, and recrimped it incase
the factory crimp was bad on the spotless shiny terminal. Same thing. I'm just going to get that
glowshift fuel gauge. Its more pricey, but with the free shipping, and included pod, its very close
price to the cheapies, and FAR more attractive and detailed, with a low fuel light to boot. Says a
microprossor stepper smooths the signal out too, so maybe it wont be all herky jerky and only
displays the average over 10 seconds or whatever to be a smooth readout. I'll order it up tonight
and be done with this forever. Glowshift seem like really nice gauges. They look fantastic too.
Seem high quality. Blow all my other guages away. Glowshift You must log in or register to
reply here. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been
in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Thread starter bgingras Start date Mar 24, Location Woburn,
Massachusetts. I got a good one I ran out of gas! It has dual tanks. I'm guessing that something
is stuck? I'm confused. Location Mass. It is along the inside of the drivers side frame rail by the
rear wheels. This pump moves the fuel from the rear tank to the front tank. I had a and replaced
it 3 or 4 times. The tanks has a 6" deep bowl where the sending until goes, no wonder it willed
up with salt and sand and water and rotted through. Does anyone know the part number for this
rear sending unit? I dont, but I think its big money. I would disconnect the transfer pump and
run the truck for the weekend from the front tank only. I disconnected the new pump and took
the plug from the old one, taped it and plugged it into the harness so no dirt got in it. The rear
sending until does not have a pump on board so it "should" be cheaper Location GPS says I'm
here. Your gonna need to replace the front sender too for the system to work properly. The way
this setup works is theres a "fuel balance module" on the frame rail that monitors the fuel level
in the tanks. Hope this helps. It did start pumping yesterday the minute I started the truck, only
trouble is that is sprayed from the rotted line right away. I think you will be ok just changing the
rear. Thats what we did. The rear tank is full and the front tank is empty, but you have no way of
getting the gas out of the rear tank
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. Did you get plowable snow last night? We did a couple of walks and shady areas at a building
that runs 3 shifts. Did you pull the sender out of the tank yet? Does it have a pump inside the
sender? Some do and some don't as there were a couple different configurations with these
duel tank set ups and the configuration I described in my first post is the most common style.
I'm not pulling it until I have a new one, but there should not be a pump in the tank as there was
the frame mounted pump redundant and it only has a 2 wire connector, and 2 wires will not run
both a pump and a level indicator. What I'm getting is the just under half on the gauge showing
the fact that the front larger tank is empty and the rear is full. Now the real question is how
contaminated is the rear tank Does anyone know how to dispose of that much contaminated
fuel? On the upside I don't have to remove the tank to work on, simply raising the bed gives me
full access. You must log in or register to reply here.

